Brokk

90

Strong Hydraulic Arm System

• Arm rotatable through a full 245 degrees
• Box weld design maximizes strength
• Powerful hydraulic cylinders permit high
load capacity
• Some hydraulic hoses routed inside boom
for protection
• Large expanding pins minimize play and
simplify maintenance

Flap Down Outriggers

• Front and rear outriggers create a wider
footprint for exceptional stability
• Outriggers fold up for easy access through
narrow spaces

The Brokk 90 Remote Electro-hydraulic Demolition Machine

Goes Anywhere

• Small footprint for access into narrow, weak structures

• Lightweight, compact design for easy transport on truck or trailer

• Powerful, versatile tool capacity for maximum efﬁciency in conﬁned spaces

• Great manoeuvrability

Never before has it been possible to tread so lightly and yet have such an impact. When it
comes to working in conﬁned spaces, the Brokk 90 is in a class of its own.

• High input power and long reach for major commercial and industrial applications

Arm handles a variety of tool
attachments, including hydraulic
hammer, bucket, grapple and
concrete crusher

Size Matters
When demolition work has to be carried out in a conﬁned
space, size really does matter. The aim is to provide as
much power and versatility as possible at the site, and the
Brokk 90 achieves that aim. Its compact design, easy operation and powerful tools make it the perfect choice for use
in a wide variety of residential, commercial and industrial
environments.

The Brokk 90 is one of the most versatile tools on the market for demolition in
conﬁned spaces.

Tools

Weighing only 980 kg (2160 lb) in its basic conﬁguration, the Brokk 90 is small, light and mobile enough to
give you power in places you never thought possible.
You can transport it on a pickup truck, roll it across
ﬂoors in homes, take it from ﬂoor to ﬂoor in an ordinary
lift - and it just loves to climb stairs. Its small footprint
means it can get through any standard doorway and into
basements, larger bathrooms - in fact, it can get into
almost any room where a powerful, labour-saving tool
might be needed. The Brokk 90 is of course ﬁtted with
a tool from the broad range of demolition attachments
available.

Power Where You Need It
The Brokk 90 couples a compact chassis and undercarriage
with a powerful 11 kW electric motor and a three-part hydraulic arm system that has a reach of a full 3.6 m (142

in). This combination enables the Brokk 90 to carry an
extremely powerful hammer in relation to its weight. The
result is a machine that’s light and mobile enough for
residential sites, but powerful enough for more heavyduty commercial and industrial jobs.

Safer And More Productive
Safety is the main concern in any conﬁned space. The
Brokk 90 is designed to work just about anywhere, so you
don’t have to. Its wireless digital remote control system
gives the operator precise control of the machine while
keeping a safe distance from ﬂying debris or falling structures. The remote control unit weighs just 3 kg (6.6 lb)
and allows the operator to stand clear of moving, vibrating
equipment and get the safest and best view of the work.
Having a better vantage point and working with equipment
that’s easier to control means that operators suffer
less from fatigue and are able to work faster, which
results in greater productivity.
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Runs Quietly, Treads Lightly
• The 11 kW electric motor is quiet, with no harmful emissions
• Small footprint and rubber tracks combine to minimize impact on site

Additional Options
• Automatic hammer greasing increases tool efﬁciency and longevity and
minimizes maintenance
• The Brokk 90 can be adapted for use in hot environments, such as cement
kilns, steel foundries and other process industries
When it comes to working in conﬁned spaces, size does matter. With its
compact design and heavy-duty capacity, the Brokk 90 is small and agile
enough to get into tight spots, yet it still packs enough of a punch for those
bigger jobs.
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For maximum versatility in a tool for use in conﬁned spaces, the Brokk
90 is the perfect choice - demolition in a class of its own!

Demolition in a class of its own

